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ABSTRACT
In recent years, researchers have come up with proof of concepts of seemingly benign applications such as InstaStock and Jekyll that remain dormant until triggered by an attacker-crafted condition, which activates a malicious behavior, eluding code review and signing mechanisms. In this paper, we make a step forward by describing a stealthy injection vector design approach based on Return Oriented Programming (ROP) code reuse that provides two main novel features: 1) the ability to defer the specification of the malicious behavior until the attack is struck, allowing fine-grained targeting of the malware and reuse of the same injection vector for delivering multiple payloads over time; 2) the ability to conceal the ROP chain that specifies the malicious behavior to an analyst by using encryption. We argue that such an injection vector might be a dangerous weapon in the hands of advanced persistent threat actors. As an additional contribution, we report on a preliminary experimental investigation that seems to suggest that ROP-encoded malicious payloads are likely to pass unnoticed by current security solutions, making ROP an effective malware design ingredient.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are continuous, stealthy cyber attacks perpetrated by financially or politically motivated coordinated groups against specific private organizations or nations. In order for an APT campaign to be successful, a high degree of covertness must be maintained over time: APT actors possess the technical sophistication to craft malware that can avoid detection by antivirus products (AVs), perform reconnaissance activities, and eventually exfiltrate sensitive data, trying to remain undetected for as long as possible. Similar stealthiness requirements are shared with Remote Access Trojans (RATs)—another kind of cyber menace where many machines are compromised to permit an intruder to take control of them, and eventually have them to work in a symbiotic effort to carry out malicious actions on their behalf.

Both classes of attacks typically require an injection vector to compromise a machine and possibly spread to others. Depending on the scenario, an infection may be carried out with or without an unaware user taking an active role in the process: consider, for instance, spear phishing and social engineering attacks, inflected physical drives for air gapped systems, or zero-day network protocol vulnerabilities for infection spreading.

After the initial intrusion, the malware may or may not establish a backdoor into the network, obtain user credentials, install apparently legit software components, and perform data exfiltration or lateral movement. For an effective APT campaign to work, attackers should be able to evade antivirus and intrusion detection systems, as well as other security best practices, and deceive incident responders. Attack vectors used in current APT approaches, however, may still be countered using thorough forensic analysis aimed at pinpointing the root cause of the infection, which may lie for instance in a document attached to a spear phishing email. AVs might also have caught up on the infection vector ever since, providing signatures or better detections that can promptly identify similar documents as malicious also outside the context of the attack.

Contributions. This paper aims to explore novel offensive technologies for APT scenarios by studying how code reuse techniques could be used to build injection vectors that are by design less prone to signature- or behavioral-based detections by antivirus products. We show how to design vectors that can stay undetected longer, and possibly be reused for different targets over time. As a key idea, we decouple the infection vector from the code that actually performs the injection, which is hidden by means of encryption and code reuse techniques such as Return Oriented Programming (ROP) [36]. We thus yield components that look clean to an analysis system or a human analyst when taken separately. The application is meant to act benignly the whole time, and strike only when the attacker is able to feed it with the right input.

Previous research in the context of iOS devices has explored the idea of building Jekyll apps [42] that yield malicious behaviors that are absent in the application that undergoes code reviewing and signing. This is achieved by embedding in a benign application backdoors that are triggered over an encrypted communication with
a remote server. The ideas presented in this paper improve over Jekyll’s approach in a number of ways. In particular, our proposal:

- addresses the significantly more complex defenses adopted by modern mainstream environments such as Windows;
- does not rely on an active remote counterpart, hence avoiding suspect network traffic that could be detected;
- does not require relying on the IP addresses of the intended victims for targeting purposes.

We argue that code reuse techniques are better suited to APT scenarios than unpacking or shellcode injection. In fact, such techniques raise an alert for behavioral detection due to their calls APIs for memory allocation and protection; furthermore, AV vendors continuously generate signatures for them. Preliminary experimental results, discussed in Section 5, seem to suggest that current AVs are instead not quite watchful in the face of ROP sequences.

2 RETURN ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

This section briefly describes Return Oriented Programming, putting it into the technical perspective in which it was incubated.

Memory corruption bugs for memory unsafe languages are one of the oldest problems in software security [38]. Historically, attackers have exploited buffer overflows caused by coding errors to inject their own code into the application and have the instruction pointer jump to it. OS designers reacted by deploying system-level mechanisms such as Data Execution Prevention (DEP) that extend memory management facilities to prevent code execution from writable pages, unless the programmer decides differently for some pages (think, e.g., of just-in-time compilers).

Attackers thus turned their attention to reuse code that is already present elsewhere in the program. Such code can be seen as entire functions, as in return-into-libc attacks [28], or as short instruction sequences that can be chained together to carry out complex tasks. The most famous embodiment of the latter approach is Return Oriented Programming (ROP). In a seminal paper [36] Shacham shows how to use the stack pointer as an instruction pointer: by arranging the addresses of the code sequences to be executed (dubbed gadgets) on the stack along with their operands as part of a ROP chain, the ret instruction present at the end of each gadget instructs the CPU to follow the flow entailed by the chain itself. ROP chains can be used in buffer overflow attacks to perform remote code execution without violating a DEP policy in place.

3 OVERVIEW

In this section we describe a possible deployment scenario that motivates our approach, and the design goals behind it. We discuss the defensive capabilities that a victim might possess, and present the main conceptual steps behind our approach. Section 4 will address several trade-offs in the implementation of our approach.

3.1 Adversarial Model

Our infection vector might undergo a number of inspections once it reaches the target victim. In the adversarial model that we consider, the defenses may be deployed at different architecture levels: the local machine where our injection vector gets installed, the organization network where the victim machine is connected, and

Table 1: Code reuse defenses in Microsoft Windows 10 (excerpted from [26]) that may hinder our approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mitigation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory ASLR</td>
<td>Randomization of the image address base</td>
<td>Section 3: ROP Gadgets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StackProtect</td>
<td>Ensures that the stack has not been redirected for sensitive APIs</td>
<td>Section 3: Detonator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallerCheck</td>
<td>Ensures that sensitive APIs are invoked by legitimate callers</td>
<td>Section 3: ROP Gadgets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SymExec</td>
<td>Ensures that calls to sensitive APIs return to legitimate callers</td>
<td>Section 3: Detonator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the cloud service provided by a security vendor where an organization might send untrusted or suspicious executables for deeper inspection. We review the main mitigations at these three levels that could hinder the effectiveness of our approach.

Local. As a first level of protection, most modern operating systems implement a series of defenses against malicious behaviors. As discussed in Section 2, DEP is one of the first mechanisms devised by OS designers to hinder code injection by denying code execution from writable regions. One approach often used by attackers to circumvent the constraints imposed by DEP is to rely on code reuse techniques. These make use of existing code within an application and thus do not have to inject additional code at run time. To limit such kinds of attacks, one widely adopted mitigation is Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [29]; by randomly arranging the address space positions of key areas of a process, ASLR makes it hard for an attacker to identify gadget addresses. To make our adversarial model stronger (and unlike the default behavior of Microsoft Windows where image base address randomization is an opt-in feature), we assume that ASLR is enforced on every binary executed by the system.

Since ASLR may be bypassed by an attacker by leaking at runtime gadget addresses, Microsoft Windows integrates additional advanced mitigations that can make code reuse attacks ineffective. Table 1 provides a summary of those mitigations that may affect our approach, while we refer the reader to [26] for an exhaustive list of the defenses implemented in Microsoft Windows 10.

Mitigations not considered in Table 1 are designed for protecting legitimate applications that are exploited through the use of heap vulnerabilities, exception chain hijacking, loading of untrusted code, as well as other techniques that our approach does not adopt. Additionally, we do not consider mitigations that require compiler assistance, such as Control Flow Integrity (CFI), since an attacker may freely opt-out when building the application.

Another defense component that is often deployed on local machines is an antivirus solution. Although AVs are closed-source commercial solutions, we can often learn about their internals through patents and press releases [7]. AV vendors typically combine different detection techniques in their products, which we can be categorized as follows. Signature-based detection has historically been used to look for static code patterns that are known to be found in malware: a database of unique flags of known threats is updated over time, and if one of them is found in some portion of the file, the AV deems the file malicious. When an exact file

---

1In Windows terminology, this behavior is called mandatory ASLR. Applications not compiled with /DYNAMISEBASE may crash when launched and thus look suspicious.

2Control Flow Guard is the CFI implementation supported by Microsoft. Recent works [6, 11, 17] show that it can be bypassed by attackers, especially when cooperation occurs from the application side.
signature match is not found, the AV typically resorts to heuristic detection by examining the file for suspicious characteristics. The inspection can take place statically, by having the AV predict the code sequences that the CPU may follow, or dynamically, by letting the initial portion of the execution take place inside a safely emulated environment, e.g., a CPU emulator with stubs for Windows APIs. Heuristics can expose new threats that are variants of known patterns; however, flagging an activity as suspicious is a matter of interpretation, thus threshold-based mechanisms are used. If a file is deemed clean by heuristic detection as well, the executable is eligible to start running. When a user actually launches it, the AV can immediately examine the execution looking for suspicious activities for some time, and repeat such task periodically as the program runs. This process is frequently referred to as behavioral detection and requires integration with the operating system, for instance by means of a Windows driver.

To complement and extend the task performed by an AV, a local agent of an endpoint protection system may be placed into the local machine. This component closely monitors the behavior of the system, blocking or sandboxing untrusted applications, and collecting interesting events or data that may be sent to the endpoint protection system server, allowing an organization to perform further analysis and cyber threat intelligence.

Organization. To protect an organization from internal and external attacks, it is common to analyze the traffic within the local network in order to detect and possibly react to ongoing threats. Besides checking the traffic against well-known malicious patterns, our adversarial model assumes that the analyzer is able to perform advanced inspections against shellcodes [31] and sequences that may resemble code reuse attacks [19]. Additionally, the organization may be able to intercept and analyze even encrypted network traffic: several commercial solutions [34] nowadays are able to analyze encrypted traffic, such as SSL connections, in real time by deploying interceptors within the local network. An additional level of protection can be provided by an endpoint protection system. Differently to other components that evaluate a threat based only on the behavior and actions of a single machine, an endpoint protection system is designed to reason also on the behavior of multiple machines within the same network, aiming at detecting even attacks with complex dynamics. This is achieved by deploying agents on the local machines that gather any suspicious data and send them to a centralized server, where sophisticated analyses, often based on machine-learning techniques [9], detect ongoing threats. Network traffic and data collected on local machines may be stored safely by an organization, possibly allowing subsequent forensic investigation in case of cyber incidents.

Cloud. When an application is not deemed malicious by one of the security components within an organization but still raises a suspicion, the corresponding executable may be sent by an AV or an endpoint protection system to the security vendor for further inspection. Vendors have a larger amount of resources and tools than a client machine. For instance, the executable might be run in a sandbox equipped with monitoring tools (e.g., based on virtual machine introspection) for some amount of time. Additionally, it might undergo closer inspection by a security analyst, which can resort to state-of-the-art techniques against anti-analysis features of malware: for instance, we assume they can use symbolic execution, which is perceived as the most effective analysis over obfuscated code [5] and has recently been used for RAT dissection in [3].

One crucial consideration about cloud-based security solutions is related to privacy concerns. Organizations, as the ones often targeted by APTs, cannot allow security components to leak sensitive data outside the organization boundaries. For this reason, our adversarial model assumes that only executables may be sent to a security vendor for further inspection, while sensitive data, such as documents, are only analyzed locally. This assumption reflects the policy adopted by several endpoint protection systems (e.g., [9]).

### 3.2 Goals

**Scenario.** Our approach aims at providing an injection vector to attackers willing to take control of a system gradually over time, possibly covering their trail with respect to the initial infection mechanism. The attacker has the skills to deliver, by means of our vector, a payload that is not conspicuous against the defenses installed on the target, which may be represented by AVs, firewalls, and endpoint protection as well. The injection vector can reach also other users that are not meant as a target: for such users the vector will do no harm, as a special triggering input must be supplied.

Unlike classic crimeware where an infection takes place and runs out not long after the vector is spread, the attacker here is unwilling to take the risk of having its infection vector detected and eventually fingerprinted by AVs, as this would prevent further (re)use of the weapon. We believe this scenario might be of interest for APT actors, who possess the technical skills and the time span needed to carry out such an attack, as well as for writers of complex RATs that have a strong financial motivation.

**Design Goals.** We pursue the following main objectives in the design of our approach:

- **Behave like a benign application.** The infection vector could ideally hide in plain sight as part of a software component that an unaware user or an organization would download and use for legitimate purposes. This application should continue to behave as benign even in the crucial moment when the infection is carried out.

- **Look like a benign application.** The infection vector should not only behave as a benign application, but also *appear* as such when analyzed even by a human analyst or any advanced automatic analysis technique. Additionally, data processed by the application which will possibly activate the infection should not raise any suspicion when inspected using automatic tools. For these reasons, the infection vector should be made of two components that look clean to an analysis system or human analyst when taken separately, raising the bar for forensic analysis, which has to reproduce the interaction between the two components in order to figure out how the attack took place.

- **Avoid detection and fingerprinting.** Even when activated, the infection vector should be transparent to mainstream OS defenses for code injection and code reuse attacks, antivirus products, and network monitoring systems. To this aim, we...
take into account a number of defenses that might be in place when the injection vector becomes active. We also want to hinder fingerprinting techniques that could prevent later activations (also on a different target) as a consequence of the defenses being updated: consider, for instance, a network protocol vulnerability that is eventually patched by a vendor.

- **Allow targeted attacks.** Attacks carried out during APT campaigns target specific organizations. As the injection vector may reach in principle also a large audience, it should allow attackers to restrict the infection to intended victims only. Additionally, the vector should not constrain the kind of payload that our weapon can carry: we wish to support the encoding of arbitrary code sequences.

- **Reusability.** The same vector can be reused to attack different organizations over time, provided it gained sufficient popularity to be used in their systems.

- **Channel-agnostic.** The targeted victim that runs the injection vector may be allowed to communicate only with the internal network, or be completely air-gapped. This may happen when the useful application containing the injection vector is installed on an isolated machine. Our design should not depend on the availability of an Internet connection but instead allow an attacker to strike targets whenever any kind of communication channel, even an unconventional one, may be established with them. For instance, an attacker may reach a victim through the help of unaware users that inadvertently propagate the activation input to the isolated machine via physical access.

3.3 Approach

We now provide the reader with a high-level view of our approach. We aim at disguising an injection vector as a benign application, which originates from an existing software and is extended with useful features. We rely on ROP to encode a malicious payload. We argue that if the application component that we add to the program and that we later use as a source of ROP gadgets is not an open one, but has rather been created by the attacker as part of the augmented application functionality, an arbitrary extraction sequence can be used. Eventually, the decoded chain is checked against a validation key as in (1).

**Implementation Strategies.** To deploy such an approach, a key factor is the placement of the ROP chain. We identify two possible strategies, which we depict in Figure 1:

1. The ROP chain is embedded in the application itself: the detonator extracts a key from the input and uses it for the chain decoding process. Eventually, the decoded chain is checked against a validation key used to determine if the extracted sequence is the intended ROP chain (i.e., the input document was crafted by the attacker) or it should be ignored.

2. The ROP chain is shipped as part of the document: the detonator extracts the chain from the document using a steganography decoding algorithm. Note that if the document format is not an open one, but has rather been created by the attacker as part of the augmented application functionality, an arbitrary extraction sequence can be used. Eventually, the decoded chain is checked against a validation key as in (1).

In Section 4 we will discuss the rationale behind the proposed strategies and address other design choices underlying the five main steps of our injection vector approach.

4 DESIGN CHOICES

**Target Application Definition.** As mentioned in Section 3.2, an injection vector that behaves and looks like a benign application is a key element in our approach. A first question to be asked is whether extending a benign application, rather than simply poisoning it, yields any benefits. In the late summer of 2017 the supply chain of a popular utility, CCleaner, was compromised by attackers.
that were able to spread poisoned versions of the tool with a valid digital signature. The executables contained a malicious payload featuring a domain generation algorithm and a command and control functionality, which were detected shortly after by security firms. Although the attack could potentially reach a very large user base, the way the payload was appended to the application looked conspicuous in the face of advanced exploit detection technologies\(^5\).

We argue that extending an existing application with additional features, albeit a more laborious task in principle, may give a lot more leeway in concealing the detonation sequence, since code modifications and additions are needed to support them. Also, it may provide more incentive to the victim for its download, especially when the extra features aim at meeting their needs.

A second question concerns instead the nature of the application to modify. An ideal candidate is an application that performs encoding/decoding operations (even better when of cryptographic nature) or heavy-duty input transformations as part of the natural behavior, which may encompass, for instance, compression, format conversion, media reproduction or visualization, secure communications, and so on. The enhancements may or may not extend the range of input file formats supported by the application: if so, an additional format may offer further opportunities in the design of an attack-triggering input, as well as in the choice of the concealing strategy for the ROP chain.

**ROP Gadgets.** In our approach, the implementation of extra functionalities in the application relies—at least to some extent—on an open source library that is added to the binary. Although the application might in principle already contain sufficient gadgets to encode arbitrary ROP programs, a library offers more possibilities in terms of gadget variety and quality. For instance, an application might legitimately invoke only a subset of the functions of a library, and rely on otherwise unused functions as additional sources of gadgets: adding junk code to the application itself to provide extra gadgets would look indeed more suspicious.

The choice of using an open source library is motivated by a number of practical factors. First of all, an official signed version is not necessary: the same library may be compiled in different projects with different compilers, so having multiple versions in principle should not arouse any suspicion. From the point of view of an adversarial system, an AV signature for a popular library used in a possibly malicious context should be written very carefully, otherwise the AV could potentially disrupt the normal functioning of many legit applications.


The availability of its source code offers indeed a simpler way for adding gadgets on demand when compared to closed-source libraries, especially when they belong to Windows itself. More importantly, *static library linking* is a common practice in the Windows realm (e.g., for the sake of compatibility, or to build a portable version of a program), and helps us dodge ASLR using a simple yet effective mechanism within the detonator that we will discuss later on in this section.

The ability to add gadgets on demand is crucial also to bypass two other code reuse mitigations that are shipped with the latest releases of Microsoft Windows. Namely, **CallerCheck** and **SymExec** aim at detecting whether a sensible API has been invoked through a ROP chain. The former checks how a sensible API has been called inside the application binary, while the latter checks what happens when the sensible API returns the control to the application code. In more detail, CallerCheck inspects the return address present on the stack when a sensible API is executed. If such address does not point immediately after a code location containing a call or jump instruction, then the mitigation raises an alert. Additionally, if the preceding instruction is an indirect control transfer, CallerCheck verifies whether the involved register is consistent with the API address, as the chain could have faked the return address on the stack. To bypass CallerCheck, a ROP chain generated by the attacker has to use gadgets that naturally present a call to a sensitive API or resort to *call-preceded gadgets* \(^6\), i.e., gadgets that contain indirect call instructions where the involved register can be easily controlled by the attacker.

SymExec verifies instead that calls to sensitive APIs return to legitimate callers. This is achieved when returning from the API by simulating up to a fixed number of instructions (15 by default) to determine whether the execution is returning control to a ROP chain. To bypass this defense, there are different effective strategies. One natural approach is to craft the chain such that when a sensible API is invoked, the execution is returned to apparently legitimate code sequences of the application that are long enough to mislead the simulation \(^36\). Another strategy could be to exploit the inaccuracy in the simulation engine. In particular, it has been shown that SymExec stops its simulation whenever a conditional jump or indirect call is met \(^27\). This happens because SymExec does not track register values precisely.

Albeit CallerCheck and SymExec pose severe constraints to exploit writers\(^5\), they may easily be bypassed when the attacker is free to craft ROP gadgets within an application. Since our approach

\(^6\)CallerCheck and SymExec are currently configurable only for 32-bit applications.
builds on top of the idea of a benign application that integrates a large and complex library, the attacker should be able to disseminate the required gadgets without raising any suspicion.

### Detonator

The detonator component is pivotal to our strategy: its activities include retrieving the validation key and—depending on the implementation strategy—the decryption key or the ROP chain from the input document, decoding the payload, checking whether it yields a valid ROP chain using the activation key, and if so transferring at some point the control to the extracted chain.

For the control transfer to take place, the detonator must first patch the chain to make it actually executable. Indeed, since ASLR could be enforced by the system (Section 3.1), the attacker cannot determine beforehand the gadget addresses. However, the ASLR implementation available in Microsoft Windows only randomizes the base address where the image containing the text and data sections of an application is loaded. Hence, the relative distance between the base address and any code gadget, function or data symbol is not affected by the randomization performed by the OS. The attacker can thus exploit this invariant and locally generate a ROP chain where gadget addresses are computed as offsets with respect to one specific function or data symbol. The address of this symbol will be determined by Windows when loading the binary, allowing the detonator to exploit it for computing the correct gadget addresses.

Figure 2 shows one possible implementation of the online patching mechanism performed by the detonator to make the ROP chain work in the presence of ASLR. LONG_PTR is a Windows signed data type used to represent native pointers.

```c
void patch(LONG_PTR *chain, unsigned len) {
    for (unsigned i = 0; i < len / sizeof(LONG_PTR); i++)
        if (chain[i] < 0)
            chain[i] = chain[i] + &MARK;
}
```

**Figure 2:** A possible implementation of the online patching mechanism performed by the detonator to make the ROP chain work in the presence of ASLR. LONG_PTR is a Windows signed data type used to represent native pointers.

In the implementation design space, one may choose to place the detonator in the main application or in the library. We believe the first scenario allows in general for a better blending of the detonator logic within the application logic. On the other hand, a detonator is likely to be overlooked during a preliminary inspection when placed inside a library that has many exports.

The control flow hijacking step in the activation sequence might in principle be concealed also as a vulnerability that the attacker plants in the code. This idea has been explored in previous research in tandem with another vulnerability that leaks memory layout information to a remote active counterpart.

Finally, the detonator should provide means for the ROP chain to terminate gracefully, thus resuming the normal benign behavior intended for the application.

### ROP Chain Placement

The two scenarios of Figure 1 allow for a variety of trade-offs in the design space.

The main advantage of embedding the ROP chain in the executable file is that the size of the triggering input is kept small. A downside, however, is that the malicious code is chosen beforehand by the attacker. Furthermore, the decryption algorithm embedded in the target application could look suspicious to an analyst, unless it is part of the application’s normal stream of activities.

Conversely, embedding the ROP chain in the triggering input allows an attacker to defer the specification of the malicious behavior until the attack is struck, possibly customizing it based on the victim’s peculiarities. Also, the same infection vector may also be reused for delivering multiple payloads over time. The main disadvantage is that the size of the input may grow larger, especially if the ROP chain is concealed with steganographic techniques, which need statistical properties that ought to be preserved.

### ROP Chain Concealing

If the ROP chain is embedded in the executable file, it has to be kept hidden to an analyst, countering any reconnaissance techniques they may adopt to discover it as it is loaded in memory. A natural approach is to store an encrypted version of the ROP chain in some data or resource section, keeping the decryption key separated from the executable file by embedding it in the input. Since triggering inputs are not released until the attack strikes, an analyst can only explore the application with legitimate inputs to determine its potential dangerousness. Hence, decryption is most likely performed with the wrong key, yielding arbitrary

---

1. When the chain length is not known a priori, this information must be encoded within the triggering input.
2. Unless position-independent code is used, relative position and distance between text and data sections are chosen by the compiler and cannot be altered by the loader.
bytes that do not resemble a valid ROP chain while the intended malicious payload is not given away.

If the ROP chain is stored in the triggering input, different scenarios may take place: the simplest setting arises when the input has a custom format designed by the attacker. As previously pointed out, this yields plenty of opportunities to conceal the ROP chain along with the input data. Conversely, embedding a chain within a standard format may require steganography techniques, as we elaborate in Section 6. A downside is that the presence of steganographic code in the application may tip off an analyst, unless it is properly blended along with the application’s logic.

**Key Placement.** As we have observed before, if the (encrypted) ROP chain is embedded in the executable file, it is natural to keep the decryption key in the input.

Regardless of where the ROP chain is stored, the validation key may be kept either in the executable file or in the triggering input. We advocate the latter choice as the lack of information on the validation key, released only when the attack strikes, makes it more difficult for an analyst to reverse-engineer the malicious code, even using automated techniques such as symbolic execution [4]. Furthermore, the effects in terms of file size from embedding a key in a triggering input are likely to be negligible.

We note that, depending on the input format, both the validation key and the decryption key may be embedded in the input without needing steganography, e.g., by exploiting unused padding bytes.

### 5 PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

To assess the feasibility of our architecture, we conducted a preliminary investigation aiming at exploring whether mainstream OS protection mechanisms, in combination with current AV defenses, are equipped to deal with payloads encoded as ROP sequences.

**Test Suite.** We manually encoded a number of 32-bit ROP programs\(^8\) that implement the online patching mechanism presented in Section 4 and carry out benign actions, either depending on an external input or in any possible execution. Such programs are made of mathematical operations, conditional branches, and calls to Windows API functions; we used the zlib compression library as source of gadgets. Our primary interest was to determine whether the means by which execution is carried out (i.e., ROP) is suspicious for the defenses in place, rather than in the nature of such actions: indeed, our goal is to provide an injection vector, leaving to the ability of the attacker the task of encoding actions in the malicious code that do not prompt the AV to intervene.

**ROP vs. OS Defenses.** We tested modern OS defenses against code reuse using the March 2018 cumulative update of Windows 10. Such defenses may apply at system and app-level [26]. System-level defenses do not affect the execution of our ROP programs: this was expected, as we do not interfere with aspects such as DEP or heap corruption. On the other hand, app-level defenses should be selectively enabled for each installed application: some can be configured for 32-bit applications only, while others may disable functionalities such as child process creation or DLL injection. As discussed throughout the paper, three app-level defenses are particularly relevant to our approach: CallerCheck and SymExec, which validate API calls, and Stack Pivot, which detects stack redirections at API-call time. Our programs were able to bypass these mitigations without raising any alerts. Compared to exploitation attacks that leverage memory vulnerabilities, our scenario is indeed quite different: the application cooperates in the deployment of the chain, and we have more freedom in the choice of gadgets.

**ROP vs. AV Defenses.** We then submitted our programs to VirusTotal and they were marked as clean by all the 67 engines available to date. Since VirusTotal may not run all the heavyweight inspection features offered by AV engines, we decided to perform an additional experiment by creating three Windows 10 environments equipped with AVG Antivirus, Avira Antivirus, and KasperskyLab EndPoint Security, respectively. Running our programs did not raise any alerts from these solutions. Although the details of each product are undisclosed, our experiments suggest that—unlike unpacking and shellcode injection—execution patterns typical of ROP did not trigger heuristic detections, which may resort to control flow prediction, code emulation, or a combination of both (Section 3.1). As the payloads from our programs do not perform malicious tasks once activated, the absence of alerts seems to suggest that the ROP execution patterns went unnoticed by behavioral analysis as well.

### 6 RELATED WORK

**Code Reuse Defenses.** In the arms race between OS designers and exploit writers, a number of defenses have been proposed by security researchers during the last decade to counter code reuse attacks. [40] divides these solutions into four main categories: control-flow integrity [14, 39], information hiding [16, 43], pointer integrity [23, 25], and re-randomization [22, 44].

A crucial aspect that should be taken into account when evaluating our technique against these countermeasures is the freedom for the attacker to craft the application in a way that can make these defenses ineffective. Indeed, most of the techniques either require that the application be built using a specific compilation toolchain, or implicitly assume that the application will not deliberately cooperate at run time with the attacker. In other words, similarly to previous works [42], our use of ROP is substantially different from what most defensive techniques would expect, effectively undermining their assumptions on the adversarial model. For instance, when the attacker can gain control of the stack several CFI implementations cannot protect a victim [10]. Even when considering mainstream ROP mitigations shipped with the latest releases of Microsoft Windows [26], recent works (e.g., [6, 11, 17]) show that these countermeasures can be bypassed by an attacker, especially when cooperation occurs on the application side.

A different kind of protection scheme is explored in recent research that builds statistical models of the behavior of a program, in order to detect deviations from usual patterns when a ROP attack occurs. Such works often leverage hardware performance counters to detect microarchitectural effects, and employ statical methods to build behavioral profiles [12, 30]. We believe these techniques could raise the bar for our approach; however, they have not been integrated yet in mainstream systems.

**Poisoned Applications.** A fundamental concept behind this paper is that an attacker is able to spread a malicious code on a victim’s...
machine thanks to an apparently innocent application. This strategy has been already explored in the past. One anecdotal example is related to InstaStock [20], an iOS application developed and released on the Apple Store by Charlie Miller in 2011. Although this application appeared as an innocent stock ticker, it had functionalities for interacting with a remote server. During the mandatory app review phase, these interactions were designed by Miller to be innocent. In a later moment the remote server behavior was altered, sending malicious code that was executed in the iOS device exploiting a bug in the Javascript sandboxing component.

Two years later, Jekyll [42] made a step further by demonstrating how to design iOS applications that could be remotely exploitable, allowing an attacker to execute malicious behaviors by carefully rearranging fragments of signed benign code. To bypass the ASLR protection integrated in iOS, Jekyll was designed to leak address information to the remote attacker through a network communication. Using this information, the attacker could easily send back a working code reuse attack and perform malicious activities. When considering the design goals discussed in Section 3.2, Jekyll fails at fulfilling several of them. First, the design behind Jekyll is strictly based on a client-server paradigm, which is widely popular in applications targeting mobile devices, but this might not be the case for targets of APT attacks. Victims may be connected to isolated networks, impeding any incoming traffic from a remote server. Even when the victims may be connected to the Internet, organizations may still deploy restrictions on the connections, allowing communications only with trusted IP addresses and thus cutting out the remote server used by Jekyll. Second, even assuming that the target victim can be reached by the attacker from the Internet, the communication can raise suspicion and alert the organization on the ongoing threat. Although Jekyll sends the code reuse attack within an encrypted connection, modern security solutions may be able to decrypt the traffic [34] and detect the code reuse sequence [19].

Third, Jekyll can be configured to deliver exploits only to the intended victims by reasoning on the IP addresses of the incoming connections to the remote server. However, it is common for organizations to place machines behind a NAT gateway that hides the internal network address of the machines. In this scenario, Jekyll is not able to target specific victims within an organization. Although our approach does not provide immediate support for targeting, its design makes it suitable for implementing different targeting strategies (e.g., phishing emails). APT campaigns often use targeting strategies that are tailored to their victims; providing a general strategy to this end seems indeed difficult. Finally, Jekyll has been designed for the iOS environment, where online defenses for code reuse attacks were not deployed. This paper, in contrast, discusses how to take into account the constraints imposed by the most advanced mitigations for code reuse attacks currently shipped in the latest Microsoft Windows releases, discussing how to circumvent them when needed.

More recently, ROPInjector [32] proposed a technique for concealing shellcodes inside a benign application. The key idea is to translate the malicious code into a ROP chain and then append it at the end of the code section. To prevent a monitoring system such as an AV from easily detecting the chain’s execution, ROPInjector executes it at the program’s exit. Three notable aspects differentiate ROPInjector from our approach: (i) the malicious code is fixed and cannot be remotely customized by an attacker, (ii) the ROP chain is not protected and could be detected by AV heuristics, and (iii) the ROP chain is always executed on the victim’s machine, i.e., there is no triggering condition. Nonetheless, the experimental evaluation in [32] highlights two interesting results that are relevant for this paper: (i) AVs emulate only a limited portion of an application code (likely due to time constraints), and (ii) a few elementary mutations on the malicious code can elude AV analysis (at least temporarily) even when considering well-known shellcodes.

Steganography. Steganography [33] is the practice of concealing a piece of data within another piece of data. During the last few decades, the interest for steganography has increased significantly. At the same time, several practical countermeasures have been proposed to detect the use of steganography and also to reconstruct the hidden data from the stego medium. These techniques are commonly referred as steganalyses. For an in-depth discussion of modern steganalysis and steganography techniques we refer the reader to [8, 15, 21], where several approaches and trade-offs are discussed. In this paper, we do not impose any constraint on the steganography technique or on the stego medium, leaving wide room for an attacker to choose among the latest techniques that do not raise alerts in the state-of-the-art steganalysis systems.

In our architecture, steganography is a means for hiding a ROP chain within an application input. The idea of concealing malicious code in the context of an application has already been explored in previous research. [1] proposes a trigger-based malware whose malicious code is split into fragments disseminated into the application code via unaligned instructions. Compared to this approach, the use of ROP makes our solution less conspicuous, reducing the probability of detection. Moreover, our triggering condition is given by a special input while [1] manually inserts triggering bugs that transfer the control to the malicious code. Another interesting technique, proposed in the different context of code obfuscation, is RopSteg [24], which translates code into a ROP chain that makes use of unintended ROP gadgets present in the application code for its execution. Following the approach behind [1] or [24] in our setting would require choosing the malicious code embedded in the attack vector beforehand, while our approach allows deferring the specification of the malicious behavior until the attack is struck.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed a novel malware design approach based on ROP code reuse techniques for turning a benign application into an infection vector that remains dormant until triggered by an attacker-crafted input. The key insight of using a ROP-based concealing strategy over a conventional unpacking or shellcode-based approach is that it is less prone to signature and emulation-based detection from antivirus products, more stealthy against behavioral detections, and harder to detect and inspect for malware analysts.

A main design goal of our architecture is the ability to support the encoding of arbitrary code sequences. While previous research has shown that even in the presence of advanced ROP defenses it is possible to build realistic and Turing-complete gadget sets [6], one missing element in the research landscape is a publicly available, working ROP compiler that meets the needs of real-world attackers, for which building ROP chains remains predominantly a manual...
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(task [2, 13]. Conversely, in recent years we have witnessed an increase in the complexity of ROP chains, which moved from being short simple sequences that bypass DEP to inject some shellcode, to very complex behaviors encoded entirely as ROP code [18]. While this trend backs up the assumption that in our scenario a skilled attacker may encode arbitrary behavior even manually, we believe that the development of a full-fledged ROP compiler [35] would be beneficial to the research community, shedding light on aspects of the ROP writing practice that are sometimes overlooked.
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